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Abstract
Establishment of the emergency state in the middle of March 2020
brought some important changes in everybody's routine, children
being also affected by the limitations of the newly arrived
circumstances. In this context, because of the restrictios of movement
and interactions, communication with others and dynamics of groups
have suffered modifications. The transition from primary socialization
(inside family) to the secondary socialization (inside school – the first
group, after family, that an individual attends to) is accompanied by
the immediate interaction with the members of the new group and the
building-up of the structures and processes at its level, which is the
main reason why, with the pandemic, those connections have been
interrupted or could not be secured at all.
Keywords: online schooling, pandemic, research, sociometric test
results, communicational structures, socialization.
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1. Introduction
The structure of this paper regards the impact of online
schooling on the group of students I'm leading, analyzed by the
following structures and processes: social-emotional set-ups,
communication, tasks that existed before the social distancing and
psycho-social processes observed in the group — of communication
and influence, conflict, cooperation, competition and socialization.
I chose to start from the sociometric methods of knowing the
social groups (Anghel, 2017, p.175) applied in my course and
compare the situations before and during the pandemic. I need to
mention that the answers given are anticipated on the ground of how
well I know my students, due to the fact that I've been unable to apply
the sociometric methods extracted from the apprehension of J. L.
Moreno.
Summarizing the following, it is assumed that I have applied
the sociometric test before and during the online schooling period and
I established the matrixes, the distribution of the members of the
group according to the preferential status parameter and the
sociograms for both situations (see figures), this entire intercession
was created out of the wish to identify all the parameters I need for
analyzing the structures and group processes.
In the next lines, I will present the questions of the sociometric test
applied in class after the preparatory training, in which I mentioned
that the answers given are confidential and won't affect in any way the
already existing relationships.
The sociometric test:
1. We're going in a trip and in the bus, there are three empty seats, one
of them is right next to you. Who would you like to be seated there?
2. We're going in a trip, but in the bus, there are three seats less than
the number of students. Who would you not like to take with you?
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Figure 1 Sociometrical matrix of the group before the pandemic inspired by
Zlate (1982, p.41)

Figure 2 The sociometric matrix of the group during the pandemic inspired by
Zlate (1982, p.41)
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2. Social-emotional set-ups
Quantitative analysis
In the group, there were equally 60 choices and rejections, as
the survey demanded: three choices for each individual, so a sum of
120 choices for each situation applied by the sociometric test (Zlate &
Zlate, 1982, p. 46). Out of these choices, there have been noticed
mutual and one-sided preferences, as following:
before the pandemic: - mutual: 15 choices and 10 rejections
- one-sided: 30 choices and 40 rejections
during the pandemic: - mutual: 12 choices and 12 rejections
- one-sided: 36 choices and 36 rejections
Therefore, it is to be recorded a significant drop over the
mutual choices and increase of the mutual rejections. If before the
pandemic, it could be determined that a higher density of mutual
choices meant that the individuals were in good relationships to one
another, during the online schooling, we have a noticeable drop of
mutual choices and increase of rejections up to the point of equality,
meaning that the situation is getting worse during the social distancing
period and, as a result, the social-emotional set-ups are becoming
more and more limited by the context.

Qualitative analysis
The analysis of the individuals with different preferential
statuses brings a new image: how do the subjects (popular, accepted,
rejected or isolated) (Zlate & Zlate, 1982, p. 43) react now and how
they used to react?
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Figure 3 Distribution of group members according to the preferential status
index before the pandemic inspired by Zlate (1982, p. 43)

Figure 4 Distribution of group members according to the preferential status
index during the pandemic inspired by Zlate (1982, p. 43)
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When the educating process took place in school, the groups
dynamics were higher, the relations were more extended between the
different preferential groups, the popular ones were keeping relations
both on the same level and on other levels (figure 4), just like the
rejected ones, there were mutual relations of attraction between the
popular and unresponsive or rejected (as in cases MC popular –
MBindifferent, MPpopular – MIMrejected and MMTvery popular – GRindifferent).
Relations of this sort have been considerably reduced during the
online schooling and they still exist only when conditioned by the
kindred, as shown in figure 5, where the relationship between
MMpopular and MLrejected is possible due to the fact that they are
brothers and live in the same home, just as RMvery popular and MPrejected
are cousins and neighbors, RIvery popular and GRrejected live in the same
courtyard, but in different houses, MCpopular and MPrejected are cousins
who live in the same house.
Most of the mutual relationships have either been transformed
in one-sided relationships or completely disappeared, as in case of
MC-MB relation, which turned from mutual to one-sided because of
MB's wish, or MM-MF relation where MF transformed it into a onesided relation, and even MS-GP relation, which was eventually
interrupted.

Figure 5 The collective sociogram of the group before the pandemic inspired by
Zlate (1982, p. 44)
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Even the preferential structure has known a great shift, as the
group of accepted disappeared entirely during the pandemic, and there
showed up 3 new positions for pluses and a position for minuses
disappeared. At first sight, this phenomenon could emphasize a
positive aspect, it could mean that the positive relations are many and
more defined, but, unfortunately, it also emphasizes an aspect
responsible for the group dividing, by creation of two clearly confined
sides between the popular and the rest. Relations are mostly kept
inside the levels, so there are no more triangles of attraction or
rejection (figure 5), but rather squares (figure 6). There will no longer
appear the star (Arbic, 2002, p. 174) for the popular (figure 5), but
choices mostly in their circles or the closer ones (figure 6).

Figure 6 The collective sociogram of the group during the pandemic inspired by
Zlate (1982, p. 44)

Another side worth considering is the one of preferential status
parameters. If, before the pandemic, they would rise up to 0,26 and
lowered up to -0,42, during the pandemic they would rise to 0,42 and
lower to -0,36. The number of popular, impassible and rejected
subjects would rise from 4 to 6 for the first category, from 5 to 6 for
the second and from 5 to 8 for the third category, this particular fact
being possible because of the disappearance of the accepted subjects.
The final aspect is that there are no subjects who keep the same
preferences on both sides of attraction and rejection. For instance,
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subject GP has kept all of his rejections, with only one attraction, and
this particular one moved from the first position to the last, subject
MN was the most coherent in maintaining the relations, keeping
practically all the attractions and two rejections in the same positions
and subject MB kept all his attractions in the initial positions, but
changed two of the rejections. There were subjects who changed their
attractions in rejections and the other way around. MC has moved MP
from the secondary position of rejection in the last position of
attraction (kindred-cousins); MNA has changed MM from the first
position of rejection in the last of attraction; MF has changed ML
from the secondary position of attraction in the first preference of
rejection, just as the following case of subjects MI and MMT, who
changed their preferences from attraction to rejection. The intelligence
given in this paragraph can be better understood with a short view
over next figure.
RIM; MS; ML
MF; MI; MNA
ML; RM; MMT
GR MS; MF; MD
MS; MR; MC
MB MI; MD; MIM
MR; MB; MD
MC MI; MP; MF
MC; MP; RIM
MD MIM; MNA; GR
MMT; ML; MM
MF MIM; MI; GP
MMT; MM; MNA
MI MS; RM; GR
MP; MM; MC
MIM MR; MB; MS
MB; MM; MS
ML MP; MC; MIM
MF; ML; MIM
MM RIM; MB; GP
Conventional signs:

GP

RM; MNA; GR

MMT; RM; RIM
MNA; MI; MF
RI; RM; MMT
MI; MP; MS
MR; GR; MC
RIM; MI; MP
MMT; RM; MP
MI; MS; RV
MC; RM; MM
ML; RI; MF
MM; MMT; RV
ML; MS; MP
MM; MIM; MP
MNA; MB; GR
MM; MP; MD
MNA; ML; RI
MM; GP; MS
RM; MD; MIM
MIM; ML; MC
MS; MB; GR

MMT MM; MS; MP
MF; RI; RIM

MNA MM; MP; MIM
MN
MP
MR
MS
RI
RM
RV
RIM

MMT; RM; GP
MF; MM; ML
MIM; MM; MD
ML; MNA; MF
MB; MS; MP
MIM; MI; RIM
MB; MR; GP
MMT; MIM; MNA
RM; GR; MMT
ML; MM; RIM
MMT; RIM; MP
MB; MI; MNA
MF; MP; MNA
MS; MB; MI
MP;GP; RM
MIM; MR; MI

RM; MN; RI
ML; MS; MNA
MN; RI; MM
MI; MS; MIM
MMT; RM; GP
MP; MM; ML
MIM; MD; MC
RV; GP; MF
MB; MC; RI
MNA; MI; GP
MB; ML; RM
MP; MF; MNA
RM; GR; MMT
MD; MP; GP
MMT; MN; RI
MB; MNA; MF
MF; MI; MB
MS; MIM; MC
MS; MP; MMT
ML; MR; MI

- red initials - the choices of the individual;
- blue initials - the rejections of the individual;
- initials shaded in yellow
(RIM/MNA) - the individual kept those choices / rejections, in the second survey;
- initials shaded in red (MC) – the individual changed a rejected one into a chosen one;
- initials shaded in blue (MF) – the individual changed one chosen to rejected.

Figure 7 The change of the preferences
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3. The communication structures
Within the sociograms of attraction there have been identified
different types of structures of communication in the analyzed group.
As we can see from the information from Iluț (1997), there will
be remarked the following analysis markers of the communication
structure: the distance (d), centrality (c), level of conjunction (Lc) and
level of completeness or saturation (Ls). For each and every of these
situations I will analyze the most important structure of
communication from the group.

Figure 8 Sociogram of the choices before the pandemic

Before the pandemic it has been identified the following
structure: MMT-RM-RIM-GP-MS-MR-MB-MC-MD-MP-MIM (the
largest chain structure within the group), with the next markers (Iluț,
1997, pg. 123-130):
- the distance between joints: dMMT-RM = 1; dMMT-RIM = 2;
DMMT-GP = 3; dMMT-MS = 4; dMMT-MR = 5; dMMT-MB = 6;
dMMT-MC = 7; dMMT-MD = 8; dMMT-MP = 9; dMMT-MIM = 10;
- total distance, after measuring the specific distance of
every subject, is D = ∑d = 440 (d(MMT) = 55; d(RM) = 46;
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-

-

d(RIM) = 39; d(GP) = 34; d(MS) = 31; d(MR) = 30; d(MB) = 31;
d(MC) = 34; d(MD) = 39; d(MP) = 46; d(MIM) = 55);
the centrality of subjects calculated by the formula
, so CMMT =
și CMR =
;
level of conjunction is Lc = 1 (is enough for only one of
the links to be eliminated for the interruption of the
communication relation)
level of saturation is calculated by the formula
, deci
.

Figure 9 Sociogram of the choices during the pandemic

During the pandemic, it has developed a circle structure, but
more limited and only between the popular subjects, with no crossing
of the circles of preferential level: MMT-MN-RM-RI:
- distances between joints have the value 1 overall;
- total distance is 4 considering that d = 1 for every
subject;
- conjunction has the value 1 for all members of the
structure;
- level of convexity is Lc = 2;
- level of saturation is Ls = 0,5.
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As a conclusion, we can say the communication structure is
faster and more efficient during the online schooling, but how optimal
is it for the class group as a whole? The interactions between subjects
have dramatically dropped starting with the social distancing and this
aspect has brought damage to the group. Practically, children used to
bring at school the homeworks of those who could not attend the
classes in a specific day (a fact that is confirmed by the length of the
first case structure), but now the structure follows only those who
constantly attend to online classes (a fact that is confirmed by the
number of participants in the second case structure).

4. Structures of tasks (learning activities)
As the collaborative teaching strategies best emphasize the
structure of the task, because this one represents precisely the sum of
functional relations between the members of the group for
accomplishing a determined target, it comes naturally to understand
that during the pandemic, those strategies would become limited
because of the social distancing.
Interactions regarding this manner have been resumed by R. F.
Bales in 12 categories, who correspond to the main sorts of problems
encountered while resolving the tasks (problems regarding the
information, evaluation issues, control issues, problems of decisions
or of tension states and referring to the integration) (Bales, 1951, p. 9).
Bales (1951) shows us how any group involved in a common activity
will go through specific phases to accomplish the activity (gathering
knowledge for the task, evaluating the situation, searching for
solutions and mutual influence to finding a resolving answer,
impersonal control through emotional reactions regarding the
direction of the common decisions.
Based on the information above, could my students, who
barely have access to internet or proper technology and have a poor
material situation at home, really move this kind of collaborative
structure at home? During the classes at school, I managed to organize
pairs of students for several activities, and most of the courses were
based on collaboration at the level of groups or smaller groups
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because it was possible and more benefic for the learning task, but
now I couldn't do it anymore. The collaborating activities became
individual activities, and this fact contributed to the change of
dynamics inside the group, to the altering of the social-emotional
structures. I also noticed that the efficiency and quality of learning, as
a process, despite my efforts, have dramatically lowered.

5. Psychosocial processes of communication and influence
According to the ones previously identified in analyzing the
sociometric matrixes and sociograms, it has been remarked the
informal leader of the main group (Zlate & Zlate, 1982, p. 45), in both
cases being MMT, although the formal leader of the group is RM. We
can observe an increase of the preferential parameters in both leaders
cases in this specific period of time because of the disappearing of the
accepted category (as I have shown in the analysis of the socialemotional structures). Furthermore, I have to mention the sociometric
out-of-group status of the leaders: while MMT enjoys a high social
position in the community due to his family, RM is a working student,
often praised at school for her performance. RM is a good manager
and alongside the informal leader, they enjoy the colleagues attention
every time they need, and they extinguish the groups conflicts every
time those appear. I could notice the stand up of another student, RL,
who is also a good, working student with a social position that gives
her certain advantages, and her ascent started after she offered to help
her colleagues on the WhatsApp group.
Considering the negative sides, MP and ML, two of the most
appreciated students have become rejected because of their lack of
involvement and participation in online classes (because of their
limited resources, lack of internet, technology, even the attitude of
their parents who claimed multiple times that they cannot afford to
provide their children with what they needed for school).
All the communication and influence processes are to blame
for expelling and rejecting of some students who were appreciated in
the past, and because of their inability to participate in online classes,
they have been forgotten or marginalized.
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6. Psychosocial processes of conflict
Conflictual processes can be easily identified in the sociograms
of rejection, set aside for a better view in figures 10 and 11.
Accurately, there were 10 mutual relations of rejection before the
pandemic, and now there are 12 of them.

Figure 10 Sociogram of the rejections before the pandemic

Figure 11 Sociogram of the rejections during the pandemic
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Those have modified their structure radically, because there
are no longer the same mutual rejections as there were at the
beginning of the test. Therefore, all the new rejections are not
justified, but based on social distancing, just as is the case of the two
subjects who each have transformed one of their attractions intro
rejections. GP used to be in conflict with MD, but the conflict
vanished in their constant meeting while attending the online classes.
Subject MP, after losing popularity, started to develop mutual
rejections.
As I was unable to be in the center of my students activities
and relations (Arbic, 2002, pg. 126-129), I observed that they keep
their conflictual situation from me and no longer show the same
opening to me as acknowledged before.

7. Psychosocial processes of competition
During the regular school I was trying to build a cooperation
relation in the class group, to put an end to the malicious attitudes that
same students had towards each other and between the non-sense
competition between the best students in the class, but, while
homeschooling, I remarked a switch of those facts and I'm inclined to
believe that the parents are responsible for allowing such relationships
to develop, especially when we refer to a small community, where
everybody knows everybody (which leads to questions such as ”Why
should your son be better than mine?”). Unfortunately, as cooperation
activities are no longer included in the regular stages of learning, I am
trying to discourage such behaviors only using communication and
giving assistance towards a competition with one's self to grow and
become better.

8. Psychosocial processes of socialization
The interactions of the group were limited to online meeting
for school preparations, to rare visits of the relatives and, isolated, to
the happy situations when two subjects live in the same household. I
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mentioned within the analysis of the socialization that the intercourse
with elder people is vital for children because through the school, they
discover that they belong to a much larger social group. A community
teaches children how to interact and manage the dynamics of the
groups and how to navigate in a specific social context full of
challenges, opportunities and new meaningful ways of seeing the
world. By isolation, those possibilities are drastically reduced, we can
no longer take into account the new experiences and circumstances of
self-discovery.
The social behaviors (Zlate & Zlate, 1982, pg. 72-74), so
important especially in the development phase, involves the way in
which the thoughts, feelings and behaviors of the individual are
influenced by other people and in the lack of it, research have proven
that the individuals tend to have a poorer education in their adult lives.

Conclusions
The present assignment was realized to determine the changes
who interfered at the level of the group of students during the
pandemic and throughout it there have been noticed plenty of changes
of the dynamics of the class group, due to the measures of preventing
and spreading of the virus SARS-COV-2: closing schools physically
and practicing the online schooling, social distancing, changing of the
regular teaching schedule etc., but also of the effects that those
measures generated: anxiety, socializing problems, issues of attending
the online classes of those children with poor conditions.
Within the social-emotional structures, it is emphasized the
fact that, unlike the situation preceding the pandemic, in the online
schooling, relations have been restraint at the level of socially
compatible circles. If before the pandemic there used to exist relations
that would cross the influence circles, during this period the school
group has gone through a major change – relations are only
maintained if they are submitted to a certain compatibility or if they
are held by a stronger kindred relation.
The communication structures have become shorter and they
belong to the same sociometric level. Before the pandemic, there used
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to be a solid structure which would enable the conjunction of the
group. The information crossed circles of influence, whilst during the
pandemic, those relations disappeared or simply remained frozen
between the participants in online classes.
As for the structures of tasks or learning activities, it is well
understood that those continued to exist between the members of the
group who attended the online classes, respectively those who belong
to the structure of cyclical communication observed at the
communicating level. So, the pieces of the relational system (Bales,
1951, p. 9) only appear in a small circle and do not affect the entire
group.
The psychosocial processes of communication and influence
were modified due to the lack of participation in online classes of
some students. Those who had had an advantageous social status
before the pandemic inside the group, had now become impassive and
even rejected. The leaders, both formal and informal, have become
even more popular in the center of the digital activity.
As for the psychosocial processes of conflict, they modified
through the occurrence of several mutual rejections and changing of
those already existent. Some students have turned their attractions in
rejections in the period of social distancing, because of the reduced
interaction.
Psychosocial processes of competition have been emphasized
in online schooling because of the parents conceptions about
competition (directed outwards and not to the self).
The last considerable parameter, de socialization, showed that
the students have suffered because of the movement of the activity in
online. What used to be a factor of preparing children for activating in
a large social group, has now turned into a factor of isolation and selfcentering.
To conclude, I answer affirmatively to the question ”Was the
class group affected in the online schooling period?”. The restrictions
and effects of the pandemic have contributed to the lowering of the
conjunction level of the school group and, with it, to other targets of
the structures and processes of its level.
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